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Spring 2019 Permanent & Interesting Courses to Consider 

 
Experimental Courses Made Permanent: 

 

CS 602 Data-Driven Development with Python 

(Formerly CS 799 Data-Driven Development with Python) 

Prerequisite(s): None 

Notes: This course may be used as a pre-approved elective in the MSIT, MSBA, MSAA, and 

MSHFID or an application elective in the Graduate Certificate in Business Analytics. It may be 

used in the Information Systems and Technology Concentration or Business Analytics 

Concentration in the MBA.  

 

Course Description  

Python is an easy-to-learn, widely versatile programming language whose extensive collection of 

external libraries makes it a popular choice for business analytics and visualization, data science, 

artificial intelligence, scientific and numeric computing, and many other applications. Its 

compatibility with leading analytics tools that are widely used in enterprises also places it in high 

demand. Students in this course will first learn the fundamentals of programming that are 

common to all programming language. They will then work with Python libraries commonly 

used in performing data analytics tasks. No prior programming experience is required. 

 

MA 707 Introduction to Machine Learning 

(Formerly MA 755 Machine Learning) 
Prerequisite(s): ST 635 and MA 705 

Notes: 

This course may be used as an elective in the MSBA or an application elective in the Graduate  

Certificate in Business Analytics or Business Analytics Concentration in the MBA. It may also be 

used as a MBA unrestricted elective or an outside elective for certain MS degree programs. 

 

Course Description 

This course provides analytics students an introduction to machine learning field. Students will 

be introduced the mathematics and statistics ideas behind the foundation of the machine learning. 

Partially, students will be involved in hand on experience to practice the machine learning 

methods through advanced tools, and work on real-world business questions to look for business 

solutions. Advanced analytics topics, such as resampling methods, support vector machines 

(SVM), Bayesian inference, Kernel methods, and simulations, deep learning will be covered in 

this class. 

 

Interesting Courses to Consider: 

 

IDCC 620 Managerial Communication 

Prerequisite(s): None 

Notes: This course may be used in the Leadership Concentration in the MBA. It may also be used 

as an MBA unrestricted elective or an outside elective for certain MS degree programs. It is 

among the foundation courses required of the MSAA degree program (unless waived).  
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Course Description 

This course approaches effective communication both as an essential professional skill and as an 

important function of management. It discusses the elements of communication (argumentation, 

structure, style, tone and visual appeal) and presents techniques for increasing one’s 

effectiveness in each area. Students read, discuss and write about cases based on tasks that 

managers commonly face, such as explaining changes in policy, writing performance 

evaluations, analyzing survey results or other numerical data, and communicating with 

employees, shareholders, the press and the public. Methods include group work, oral 

presentations, several writing assignments and role playing. Drafting and revising and 

computerized word processing are stressed.  

 

EC 611 The Macroeconomics of Financial Markets 

Prerequisite(s): GR521 and GR522 and GR524 and GR525 (or instructor permission) 

Notes: This course may be used as a pre-approved elective in the MSBA. It may be used in the 

Business Analytics Concentration and the Economics of Financial Markets Concentration in the 

MBA. It may also be used as an MBA unrestricted elective or an outside elective for certain MS 

degree programs.   

 

Course Description 

This course explores the links between the macroeconomy and financial markets. The course 

begins by developing a model of macroeconomy. It will then cover the basic asset valuation 

models. The remainder of the semester will explore how changes in the macroeconomy affect 

stock, bond, foreign exchange and derivatives markets, as well as how these markets in turn 

impact the macroeconomy. 

 

Special Topics Courses: 

 

MA 755B: Data Visualization for Business Intelligence 

Pre-Requisite or Co-Requisite GR 521 and Pre-Requisite or Co-Requisite CS 605 (or instructor 

permission) 

Notes: This course may be used as an elective in the MSBA or an application elective in the 

Graduate Certificate in Business Analytics or Business Analytics Concentration in the MBA. It 

may also be used as an MBA unrestricted elective or an outside elective for certain MS degree 

programs. 

 

Course Description  

Data visualization is a very important component for current business analysts in both academia 

and industry. In the world of Big Data, the ability to effectively present information and derive 

actionable insights from data is an invaluable skill for anyone entering the workforce. This 

course provides an introduction as well as hands-on experience in data visualization. It 

introduces students to design principles for creating meaningful displays of quantitative and 

qualitative data to facilitate managerial decision-making. After taking this course, students 

should be able to collect and process data, create an interactive visualization, and use it to 

provide insight into a problem, situation, or phenomenon. Students will also gain a basic 

understanding of challenges present in making data understandable across a wide range of 
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potential audiences. Students will read class material, study best and worst practices, compare 

and contrast real-world examples, engage in problem solving, and participate in discussions 

related to the course material.  Students will also practice applying the techniques and best 

practices discussed to real-world problems. Instruction will be focused on using common 

analytical tools for data management and visualization, particularly Tableau and advanced SQL. 

 


